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Preliminaries 
Let 
      : a link            ,                              :projection 

Suppose      :regular, then       is called a projection of   

A link diagram     is obtained from         by changing 

     the neighborhoods of the double points; 

                                  according to  

Notation;                    is regarded as a 4-valent graph. 

Each component of              is called a region of        
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We geometrically  represent     on the    by shading the 
regions which belong to 

In general, given                           , 

 the region crossing change at     is defined to be 
the composition of the r.c.c’s  at                         . 

Let   
    : a region of     . 
 The region crossing change at     is : 
   the crossing changes at all the crossings on      . 

A.Shimizu, Region crossing change is  an unknotting operation. 
to appear in Journal of the Mathematical Society of Japan  

Definition (Region Crossing Change) 
 



Example 



The set of the diagrams  
with the same projection 

Let  

G           : a 4-valent plane graph 

Then  

DG  

(Recall:  

A link diagram D is obtained from p(L) by assigning         ) 

Note: 

|DG|=2^m  where m is the number of the vertices of G . 



Equivalence relation 

The equivalence relation in DG is defined by; 

D1,D2           , 
D1～D2⇔ョHsubsetR  

              s.t. D1 is transformed to D2 by r.c.c. at H 

Let  
G: a 4-valent plane graph 
      : the set of the components of 



A.Shimizu, Region crossing change is  an 
unknotting operation. to appear in Journal of 
the Mathematical Society of Japan  

Theorem  

               : knot diagram, 

               : a set of crossings of     , 

               : a set of regions of      

                         s.t. (the set of crossings changed  

                                      by the r.c.c. at     ) 



Observation 

Question  

What are the equivalence classes?  



Let 

     :4-valent connected plane graph 

     :a link diagram s.t. 

  (Then n denotes the number of comp. of     ) 

Notation  

                         :the set of the crossings 

(By using Euler char., we see that the number of 

 regions of     is            .) 

                            : the set of  the regions 

                     induced by r.c.c 



  

         : power set of                                  
         : power set of                 
 ・Addition : symmetric difference: 
                              or 
     
・     - scalar multiplication  : 
                       or                 ,    ,                      
                                       ,    ,  
It is easy to see that      ,     are  
  w.r.t. this addition and multiplication. 



Φ：2^R→2^R 

                      : a map defined by r.c.c 

  

i.e.   For                   ,   

          : the set consisting of the crossings which  

               are changed by r.c.c  at        

It is easy to see:     is a                              . 

 



Imφ for knot 

That is: 

For any knot diagram     ,         =        

A.Shimizu, Region crossing change is  an unknotting operation. 
to appear in Journal of the Mathematical Society of Japan  



Motivation 

Recall Question, 

What are the equivalence classes induced by r.c.c?  

 

Note  

This can be rephrased; 

    What is the Cokernel of     on      ? 

   (What is the coset decomp. of      by Imφ ?) 



                 ,                   , ・・・,                  , ・・・  
・・・ 

・・・ 
             ,             ,       ,                 

             ,             ,       ,                 



Motivation 

Hence, Question is further reduced to the 
following two problems. 

・Give a generating system (or basis) of Imφ . 

・Give a concrete representative of the coset 
decomp. of 2cby Imφ. 



Incidence matrix and φ 

By using incidence matrix, Cheng and Gao 
showed that ; 

         dimImφ=m-n+1 

Hence dimCokerφ=m-(m-n+1) 

                                 =n-1 

   i.e. 2c has 2n-1 cosets by Imφ. 

Z.Cheng, H.Gao. On region crossing change 
and incidence matrix, to appear in Science 
China Math. 



Proposition (Cheng-Gao) 
Let 
                                : an n-comp.  link diagram 
                                                     (resp. 
                                                                                            ) 
Then,      ,(resp.       ) : a set of regions of      
    s.t.             =         , (resp.            =               ). 

Z.Cheng, H.Gao. On region crossing change 
and incidence matrix, to appear in Science 
China Math. 

Generating system of Imφ  
for n-comp. link 



Proposition (Cheng) 
Let 
                                : an n-comp. link diagram 
Suppose, by exchanging subscripts, if necessary, the 
following is satisfied. 
 
For                                                                                       , 
Then,      , : a set of regions of      
             s.t.                                          . 

Z.Cheng. When is region crossing change an 
unknotting operation? , to appear in Science 
China Math. 

Generating system of Imφ  
for n-comp. link 



Imφ for 2-comp. link 

By Z.Cheng, H.Gao  +α 

For any 2-comp. link diagram                       ,  

H     =subspace generated by                                                                            

Z.Cheng, H.Gao.  
On region crossing change and 
incidence matrix, to appear in 
Science China Math. 



Cokernel of      for 2-comp.link 

Then, we can show that      admits the following  

    coset decomposition; 

                           =Imφ+{{c}+Im          

                      where               



Main result 

Let                               be an n-comp. link diagram.  

Suppose               ,  

                              s.t.  

 

vertex     ↔comp.   
edge       ⇔  

Let                                 : an n-comp. link diagram 

Suppose                                  .  

For each         with                    , fix                    

 (if                    then      is undefined ) 

          with                                . 



Main result 

Further ,      admits the following coset decomp.; 

 

                                                                                     . 

=subspace generated by 



Incidence matrix and φ 

By using incidence matrix, Cheng and Gao 
showed that ; 

         dimImφ=m-n+1 

Hence dimCokerφ=m-(m-n+1) 

                                 =n-1 

   i.e. 2c has 2n-1 cosets by Imφ. 

Z.Cheng, H.Gao. On region crossing change 
and incidence matrix, to appear in Science 
China Math. 



Consider  the                              

 
                                                   

 where  

Key of the proof 



Key of the proof 
Let  
 
Then, we can show that 

Prop 1 
                                
 

Prop 2 
 
 
 



 

Imφ: the subspace generated by 

Example 
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